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I. INTRODUCTION 

I. a - After having agreed to talk about high energy proton-nucleus scattering, 
I realized that it would be very difficult to give a more exhaustive review 
than those presented in 1974 by Saudinos and Wilkin , or at the Santa-Fe 
•eeting by G. Igo . I decided to restrict this paper to an overall global cri
ticism of what has been produced, experimentally and theoretically, during the 

IK 
past 10 years, concerning elastic proton scattering at intermediate energy . 

I.b - A period of ten years has passed since the first Brookhaven experiments 
at 1 GeV. Many arguments have been developed to justify the use of high energy 
protons to probe the structure of nuclei : wavelength shorter than internucleon 
spacing, interaction with both protons and nevtrons, strong interaction produ
cing multiple scattering sensitive to nucléon correlations. I should add expe
rimental arguments : 1) precise, stable, high intensity beams (compared to 
+ 

TT~, K...). 2) high resolution in energy allowing for separation of discrete 
states. 

I.c - Two parallel theoretical developments have been made based essentially on 
the Glauber and Kerman-Mc Manus-Thaler ' approaches. These "multiple scat
tering" theories involve the experimentally measured free nucleon-nucleon inte
raction, and not "effective" "phenomenological" or "adjusted" forces. 

One can then hope to extract absolute and consistent information about 
nuclei. Part II of this talk will be devoted to a criticism of those theories 
in their present formulation and refinements. Part III will try to show to what 
accuracy we can hope to extract nuclear densities by fitting theory to experi
ment. 

For inelartic scattering, see ref.32 



I.d - One cannot isolate scattering experiments from other intermediate energy 
reactions : quasi-elastic, quasi-free reactions, multinucleon transfer reactions. 
All these experiments cannot be seriously treated theoretically without a fair 
knowledge of the distorsion in both entrance and exit channels. From that point 
of view, elastic scattering should provide direct information (optical potential) 
or indirect (validity of the construction of such a potential from the nuclcon
nue 1 eon interaction, when direct scattering measurements are impossible). Without 
deviating from my subject, and to illustrate this point I shall discuss in part 
IV a few details of backtxird proton-(light) nucleus scattering. 

I.e - Last but not least, I will also in part V criticise the experimental methods 
and results. This will be essentially selfcriticism, since our group in Saclay has 
produced during the last four years a large part of the experimental data in pro
ton-nucleus scattering, and will continue this kind of work (much better ...) after 
the new synchroton Saturne II is in operation (end'78). 

II. THEORETICAL MODELS-INGREDIENTS AND APPROXIMATIONS 

II.a - Three theoretical models are commonly used to describe the proton-nucleus 
interaction at intermediate energies : 

(») a.l) - Glauber , in 1959, proposed to treat the hadron-nucleus amplitude 
by a model based on an analogy with classical opt5.es (eikonal approximation). This 
method is particularly simple and valuable for high energy, snail angle scattering. 
The model was refined and used with great success by Glauber-Franco* , Czyz-
Lesniak* , Ahmad' \ Alkhazov* ... A very recent PHD Thesis of J.P. Auger* ' is 
an excellent review which gives all details concerning the approximations made, 
and the influence of terms as different as center of mass correlations, Pauli and 
Shell correlations, coulomb effects, spin effects, etc... 

a.2) - Herman, Ma Manue and Thaler' '(KMT), at the same time (1959), proposed 
a model in which an "exact" nucleon-nucleus optical model can be built from the 
free nucleon-nucleon amplitude. In "first order", this theory gives the potential 
scattering over independent nucléons, the following terme being related to nucleon-
correlated aggregates (2,3...). This model was developed and used by Feshbach and 
Lambert who first showed the influence of correlated pairs of nucléons. Recent 

(12) developments following KMT have been made by Chaumeaux et al. , who are able 
to derive formally the Glauber-series from the first order of KMT, and hence to 
compare more precisely these two models. 

http://opt5.es
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a.3) - Sosie analyses are done for elastic scattering in the framework of an 
adjusted optical model the s»st recent of which gives a correct relativistic 
treatmentv . Such "ad hoc" optical models do not yield accurate information 
about nuclear structure, but have the "alimentary" advantage of providing an effec
tive interaction useful in order to treat fairly the distorsion in other problems. 
But such models will remain irrelevant until spin-orbit effects are included. 
Thereafter it would be interesting to compare such phenomenological optical po
tentials to those obtained "directly" by [(KMT) + (HK) ampl]. 

II.b - Specialists in scattering computations have tested to a high degree of 
accuracy the ingredients and approximations used in both the Glauber and KMT 
frameworks. Here are a few rardomly chosen illustrations (in both models) which 
show the influence on p-nucleus scattering of : 

( 9 ) b.l) - Center-of-mass correlations* 'fig.I, (neglected, treated exactly, or 
approximately). 

b.2) - Error in the root-mean-square radius of the neutron densities (fig.2). 

b.3) - The inclusion of the spirt orbit part of the nucleon-nucleon amplitude. 
Also is shown on the same figure a comparison between Glauber and KMT with the 
SAME ingredients*1 *(fig.3). 

b.4) - Short range correlations. One sees on this fig.4 that at least over a 
large nucleus reasonable short range correlations have a very smal effect. 
There is little hope of seeing a specific influence of short range correlations! 
(except may be in the scattering on light nuclei, and for large momentum trans
fers : the effect increases with the transfer q). 

b.5) - Different matter distributions fig.5 a.b. On the same figure are shown 
exaggerated different densities for 0, their "momenta" distributions (momentum 
of order K of the matter distribution being defined ad (< r K > I / K ) and, c. ig.6 
the influence of these distributions on the differential cross-section, compared 
to 1 GeV experimental results . 

I intentionally mixed three very distinct types of influences : 
- a) accurate or inaccurate treatment of some physical constraints, which are 

known to be necessary but which are difficult or expensive to compute exactly 
(approximations), 
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- 0) utilisation of right or wrong nucleon-mtcleon amplitudes, 

- Y) physical ingredients one desires to measure (densities, correlations). 

Each important error in (a,6) induces correlated errors in (y). It is no longer 
allowable today, with modern computational means, to treat inaccurately all 
"known and necessary" ingredients. 

II.c - The musleonmuoleon interaction is the basic food in the multiple scattering 
banquet. Unfortunately the provisions become poorer and poorer as the energy in
creases. The proton-neutron interaction is known poorly above 200 MeV, as is the 
proton-proton interaction above 700 MeV. There are a lot of amplitudes to take 
into account, which are spin and isospin-dependent. Fortunately there are very 
good reasons to restrict the number of amplitudes to two : central and spin-orbit 
only. The other ones have the attractive properties : 

- to be small at "medium-small" momentum transfers, 

- to be smaller and smaller as the energy increases, 

- to have no effect on first-order scattering for spin zero nuclei. 

Spin-orbit effects can by no means be neglected. I illustrate this on fig.7 
where the densities obtained et the surface with and without a spin-orbit term 
are compared (1 GeV scattering on Ni) 

A large part of the u-certainty on the nuclear densities comes from the defi
ciency in our knowledge of the nucleon-nucleon interaction. As che energy incre
ases, the models are more and more valid, but the nucleon-nucleon interaction 
becomes more and more fuzzy. One can predict that quantitative progress due to 
nucleon-nucleus scattering will be limited by this uncertainty. We have to appeal 
to experimentalists to restart work in this subject which was abandoned by ele
mentary particle physicists in their race to higher and higher energies. 

II.d - I will emphasize a point which has been irritating me for a few years. Even 
when the "nucleon-nucleon amplitudes" are known, there remains ONE unknown para
meter in the nucleon-nucleon problem which produces no observable effects (on 
nucleon-nucleon) but perhaps has dramatic consequences on nucleon-nucleus. I mean, 
THE nuclear phase (n-n). For instance there are 5 independent amplitudes in (pp)> 
Measuring nucleon-nucleon observables provides 9 independent data (5 lenghts and 
k relative phases). But there remains one unknown phase which could vary as a 



function of q (or t). This phase can be Measured only (and with some difficulty) 
at snail angle, where coulomb and nuclear amplitudes are of the same Magnitude, 
the so-called "coulomb-nuclear interference" domain. The tendency of theoroti-

' cians is to take this phase to be constant over the full useful domain of trans» 
fer (equivelently the ratio : real-to-imaginary part of the amplitude). But any 

variation as a function of the transfer (q) affects nucleon-nucleus scattering. 
58 

I illustrate this point in fig.8, where I compare, at 1 CeV for Ni the scat
tering of protons with : 

- no variation of this "main phase" of (n-n), 
-1 2 

- a variation of (±ir) between 0 and 3.5 fm , linearly in q . 

Such an (exaggerated) effect is easy to understand in the framework of multiple 
scattering, where single, double, triple... scatterings interfere. The minima of 
the cross section are determined by the interference between single and multiple 
scatterings, rience they are extremely sensitive to their phase differences, and 
consequently to all variations of the nucleon-nucleon phase, because the single 
scattering has the phase of funfa)» the phase of double scattering is bound 
roughly to that of fggCq/2) etc... 

Such a variation of the "main phase" is difficult to know experimentally or 
theoretically. On has an idea of this variation : 

- at high energies (> 4 GeV) where exchange models (Regge) predict it..., but 
are difficult to extrapolate to 1 GeV or below, 

- at low energies, below the first (nn) inelastic threshold, (unitarity). But 
extrapolation from 300 MeV to 600 MeV or more is hardly conceivable, due to the 
importance of the inelastic channels . 

One possibility would be to fit simultaneously a number of nucleon-nucleus 
scattering at the same energy, along the nuclear tables, with the same type of 

2 variation (linear in t, i.e. in q ?) In the meantime, it would be pleasant if 
theoreticians played the same music : some of them take this phase as a constant, 
some others let it vary... and comparison of predictions are impossible. 

Measuring all elastic and inelastic channels of (nn) at each energy, with a 
high accuracy could provide, this phase... but the knowledge of (nn) is not such 
that we can hope to have it before a number of years I 
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To cut this matter short» I shall make a remark concerning two celebrated 
"few-nucleon-problems" : the scattering of 1 GeV protons on D and He. The (p/D) 
scattering is one of the most beautiful issues of the Glauber model. But reading 

(141 
carefully the Harrington* ' analysis, made after their measurement of the "ali
gnment" of the dcuteron, one realises that in order to fit simultaneously the 
cross-section and the alignment, they were obliged to choose a value of 
Refjjj./Imf^ different from the commonly used value : did'nt they simulate by such 
a mean change a variation of the phase with t? At the same time it was, and it is 
still, difficult to "fill in n the first minimum of p/*He (as found in o u r ( l 5 ) 

measurements, confirmed by Berkeley , Srel 'etc..) (see fig.9). Part of the 
discrepancy between experiment and theory is explained by 'spin effects. But this 
minimum is easy to "fill in" with a (nn) phase variation. - (computation made at 
Saclay, KMT). 

III. PHEN0MEN0LOGICAL ANALYSIS - SUCCESS AND LIMITS 

III.a - A phenomenological comparison is made by injecting into a "good" scatte
ring model : 

- the nucleon-nucleon amplitude 

- a description of the nucléon densities (with adjustable parameters) 
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Comparing the final nucleon-nucleus observables (0(9), A(6)...) to the experi-
2 

mental results, one gets a "x " which depends on the values of the nuclear para-
2 

meters. The smallest x * and its variations as a function of the parameters (pA) 
2 should provide their values and errors (<$p ). Unfortunately the X also depends 

on the "hidden errors" contained in the nucleon-nucleon amplitude (<Sf ) and in 
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the basic approximations of the model ( 6 ) 1 will not dwell on the foundaaental 
approximations inherent in the models. Some are difficult to test quantitatively, 
others can be reasonably compensated for or evaluated. For inst&ace, one can 
avoid almost all criticisms concern, ng the "frozen nucleus" assumption by using 
an "effective" nucleon-nucleon cmplitude to take into account the Fermi-motion 
if f varies with the energy (at I GeV, f n n is stable enough so that one is not no 
obliged to perform this correction). 

Ill.b - The nuclear parameters one tries to extract from the comparison with 
experiments describe the nuclear matter density. Brissaud , Auger , 

(12) Chaumeaux , have shown the sensitivity one obtains for the matter distribution. 
Generally, analysts try to characterise this distribution : 

b.l) - By a phenomenological density-function p (r), where the form of p (r) 
is given "a priori" (Thomas-Fermi, e t c . ) . 

: < r K > , / K . 

b.3) - By a more global description : "model independent* 

b.2) - By the study of the "momenta" of p (r) 
>*(18) 

They practically follow the same historical evolution in describing the charge 
density (p .(r) for fitting the elastic electron scattering. The third road is not 
very often used. The length and cost of the computations is even more discoura
ging than the error source due to f .1 show again (fig. 10) the results presented 

(18)» i m 

by Brissauo at Crakow . The lack of determination of the central part of the 
density is striking but we should not be too strongly affected by this lack of 
knowledge of the "distribution-heart". After all, what is important is the number 

2 
of nucléons situated in an annulus of thickness (dr). Visualizing r p(r), one has 
a more realistic view of our ignorance (fig.11). 

I am personally convinced that a little progress in the nucleon-nucleon field, 
and in the experimental measurements (larger q, better normalization) will lead 
us to very good accuracy concerning the tail, the surface and part of the interior 
of a nucleus 0- 1.8 to 2 fm inside the root mean square radius (R_.))> Some lack 
of accuracy is also due to model-dependent analyses. A method based on the develop
ment of (Log p(r)) in Spline-functions is being worked out and seems promising 

... in a model independent analysis (gaussian-comb) 
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(21) III.c - Some computations are made with a direct comparison to a nuclear 
density provided by Hartree-Fock calculations. I show on fig. 12,13,14 the results 

(21) of such a method (H.F. Bogolioubov, treated by D. Gogny , with no adjustment, 
compared to measured cross-section, at 1 GeV, on 0, Zr, Pb).The agreement 
obtained is encouraging for further comparison with microscopic nuclear models. 

The best fits obtained by letting the nuclear parameters vary is just a little 
better than using H.F. densities (fig.15). 

Ill.d - I present a few recent results from phenomenological analyses ; in oarti-
, ^ • * • . < 1 2> cular two series of isotopes : 

AÛ A2 &A Ail ail 
d.l) - For the calcium isotopes ( Ca, Ca, Ca, Ca and also Ti) one 

can extract with good accuracy the root mean square radii of the neutrons. 
Fig. 16,17,18,19 show the fit obtained for calcium, and table I the differences 
in radii between protons and neutron distributions. 

d.2) - For nickel (58Ni, ̂ Ni, 6 2Ni, W N i ) one sees the kind of fits obtained 
in Fig. 20,21,22,23 while table I gives the radii extracted from these fits. 

Computations were made using the KMT framework with (central + spin-orbite) 
nucleon-nucleon amplitude. 

At this point I shall make two remarks : 

d.3) - In such searches for fits one supposes the proton distributions extrac
ted from electron scattering to be true. Any error in such a proton distribution 
induces an error of the same order on the neutron distribution, and a larger error 
(<* x 2) in the difference between them. Such an influence of the proton distri
bution can be seen in fig.24, where three different proton densities were used to 

(22) fit (e,e) cross-sections at small, then large, momentum transfers 

d.4) - The above remark leads to a second observation. The fact that the proton 
form factor is important for p-nucleus scattering at large momenta seems to be an 
indication that a commonly stated opinion is wrong, p-nucleus scattering IS sensi
tive to the large momentum form factor of nucléon matter. Hence, single scattering 

ie not negligible at transfers as large as 3 or 3.5 fm~ . A detailed examination 
shows that sinrle scattering remains important by its interference with multiple 
scattering. 
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To have some kind of "visual proof", I indicate on fig.25 two computations 
made : i) with the normal values, ii) cutting off the nucleon-nucleon amplitude 
beyond q • 2,8 ft . 

If multiple scattering dominates (2 • 3 + ...) beyond 2.8 fm~ such a cut 
should not produce a noticeable difference at q. > 2.8 fa , since multiple 
scattering essentially uses the nucleon-nucleon amplitude at q * q /2, q_/3 ... 

o o 
This is evidently not the case. 
IH.e - In summary, I would say that proton-nucleus scattering is an excellent 
way to get precise knowledge : 

e.l) - Of the root mean square radii of nuclear matter distributions, and par
ticularly for the case of neutrons when the proton matter radius is known from 
(e,e) scattering (accuracy * 1Z). More generally, proton scattering provides (10) better information on high momenta 
less accurate for low momenta ( <$ 1). 

(10) better informationv ' on high momenta of p(r) than electrons (4-6-8 . . . ) , but is 

A difficulty remains in using proton matter densities obtained from electron 
scattering. (e,e) scattering provides charge distributions. To get the proton 
natter distributions, one has not only to make a "deconvolution" with the charge 
form factor of the proton (and of the neutron!), but one should also take into 

(23) 
account other effects : meson exchange currents, etc. . Are proton distribu
tions extracted from electron scatterings really proton distributions?. 

e.2) - With accurate experiments, one can precisely test density-differences 
between neighbouring nuclei. These differences are much less sensitive to the 
approximations than are the absolute values of the cross-sections. This point is 
illustrated on fig. 26,27,28 where relative differences of cross-sections, theo
retical and experimental, are compared '.(Theoretical means : relative diffe
rences predicted by Hartree-Fock ; experiment : 1 GeV, Gatchina). 

The discrepancy between these theoretical and experimental differences is 
very small, compared to the absolute error an any one isotope. Determining such 
differences is probably the most reliable and promising work for the future. 

e.3) - I did not illustrate polarization predictions or measurements. Experi
ments on heavy nuclei are sparre and inaccurate, nevertheless such experiments 
must be made to avoid uncertainties due to the current lack of precision of (nn) 
•pin-orbit effects. Polarization is also sensitive to some interesting parame
ters (surface of the nuclei, (nn) - "main phase", etc..) 
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Concerning very light nuclei, G. Igo performed • recent experiment to 
A 

aeasure polarization in proton - He scattering. Unfortunately» I do not have 
the final results but they should be of great value in testing the influence 
of spin in the region of the famous "first minimum". 

IV. BACKWARD PROTON-NUCLEUS-SCATTERING (The mysterious backward peaks) 

Backward (̂  180*- scattering of protons on nuclei at intermediate energy 
offers experimentalists a specific means of studying high momentum components 
of the nuclear wave function. The first exciting phenomenon was the "backward 
peak" in proton-deuteron scattering : the differential cross-section, over an 
incident energy range of a few GeV, increases when the scattering angle appro
aches 180*. This was tentatively explained by a "special" exchange of excited 
nucléons (Kisslinger^25^). However, recent experiments of p-scattering on 
He show the same tendency. 

IV.a - There is nothing new concerning (p/D). Several opposing explanation 
(27) exist . The solution is probably a combination of : 

-. nucléon and excited(N ) nucléon exchanges, 

-. effect of the ordinary D-state of the deuteron, 

-. effect of single scattering at very large transfer. 

Distorsion in nucleon-type-exchange must be clearly taken into account as 
well as spin-effects. 

Without more accurate experiments, and particularly polarization (alignment) 
measurements, there is no way to understand quantitatively the specific influences 
of each mechanism. 

(28) IV.b - Recent angular distributions obtained at Saclay ' with p-scattering on 
3 4 ( He, He) produce the same kind of bacKward peaks. Fig.29 shows a few measure-

3 4 
ments on He, fig.30 on He from 290 KeV up to 1 GeV. One notes a general decrease 
of the cross-section with incident energy, however, at energies greater than 
400 MeV a persistent backward peak reveals itself. As for the case of deuterium, 
one can choose to explain this fact by ordinary single scattering or by tow-or-
three nucleon-exchange. The games are played with different momentum-band in the 

2 - 2 2 - 2 
wave function : q 4 20 fm for three nucleon-exchange, q 4 100 fn for 

(29) 
i single scattering. Lesniak et al . have used the three-nucleon transfer to 
i # 
! explain the He results. Such a computation, whose goal was to correctly treat 
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the distortion effects in both entrance and exit chanels, gives qualitatively 
good agreement. However, spin effects, which are not taken into account, could 
explain part of the residual deviation. Fig.31,32 shows a partial comparison of 
these calculations with experiment. Fig.33 shows an overall tendency of the extra
polated values of the cross-section at 180* as a function of the energy. One 
notices, a part from a quick decrease of the cross-section, a kind of "bump" which 
could be due co the (irN) (ir-2N)... exchange-mechanism , as in the deuteron 
c.se ( 3 0>. 

IV.c - My personal feeling is that such experiments on backward scattering should 
be (and wi'.l be)developed, in conjunction with other few-nucleon transfer experi
ments. This is the only means, in distinction to all possible measurements with 
electrons, pions, kaons, ... to attain extremely large momentum components in 
the nuclear wave functions. For that goal the proton is THE ideal probe. The 
theoretical difficulties however, are not yet solved. Apart from the fact that 
calculations should be relativistic, one has to obtain very good measurements at 
a large number of energies, and polarization may be necessary to understand the 
proper mechanisms. Other probes in such backward-angle studies would be valuable : 
not only p/D, 3He, 4He, 6Li, but also d/3He, He... a/A ... 

V. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS-CRITICISMS AMD SUGGESTIONS 

As I pointed out in the introduction, our laboratory is responsible for a 
large number of intermediate energy scattering experiments. Therefore this part 
is essentially sef-criticism. 

V.a - Energy and angular resolution 

Good resolution is essential for experimental accuracy in determining angular 
distributions. 

a. I) - He have demonstrated in the first operational running period of our 
1 GeV spectrometer SPES I that energy resolution is no longer a problem (95 keV 
at 1.05 GeV).The HRS-spectrometer at Los Alamos is now in operation and will 
give similar resolution. 
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a.2) - Angular distribution is also fair, but variable according to experiments. 
I show in fig.34 the intrinstic resolution of our spectrometer (spectrometer • 
slits + windows • detection). Thick targets (multiple coulomb scattering) and 
strong kinematics (dp/d8 » ) may hurt the angular resolution, as well as the 
angular aperture of the incident beam. Everything included, the resolution varies 
from 3 to 20 mrad (scattering on light nuclei at large angles). 

V.b - Normalization 

Problems of normalizing cross-sections accurately are not very well resolved. 
Nevertheless such an accuracy is necessary if one desires a better sensitivity to 
the models which are to be tested. It is not simple to get a constant and precise 
normalization in scattering problems where the differential cross-section varies 
from *> 100 barns/ster down to 1 pb/ster or less. Such constancy is difficult to 
realize with extremely different conditions of beam geometry and intensity, and 
of background. 

b.l) - Absolute normalization at intermediate energies is commonly obtained 
12 11 using the reaction C(p,pn) C and measuring the induced activity. One gets with 

difficulty ±4% by this method. We shall try to get more stable and accurate beam 
intensity measure:.ients in two or three years. 

b.2) - Relative normalization can be maintained excellent over the full angu
lar distribution due to the large horizontal aperture of our spectrometer. I indi
cate the principle on figs.35 and 36. One sees that for each mean scattering 
angle (8 ) one gets a "partial angular distribution" around 8 (A8 * ?'.85) with 
a very good relative normalization. Carrying the measurements by (1°) steps on 
6 provides a large overlap between successive "partial angular distributions". 
Ore has, for each "central vplue" 6 a number of derivatives of 0(6) which allows 
one to build, using successive overlaps, what could be called a "REAL french 
curve". This gives with very good relative accuracy the set of experimental res-
suit», renormalized with respect to each other, from the beginning to the end of 
the distribution. 

There remains an "overall normalization factor" which can be either improved... 
or used as a parameter (within given limits) in fitting trials. But in any case 
I remain convinced that the "partial distribution overlap method" is tht only 
way to get confidence in the global form of elastic (and inelastic) angular dis
tributions. 
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b.3) - The angular normalization is also • critical point. All absolute error 
(A6) introduces in the angular distribution a local relative error equal to 
*\» A0 x do/d9. And with very steep slopes this is equivalent to non negligible 
local error. Such local error is equivalent to a localized variation of 0(6) 
around some momentum transfer q , and this can result in a "density fluctuation" 

during a best-fit search, with a period Ar *> 1/q ! We know of such sources of 
error in our spectrometer (4 2 mrad). They will be avoided in the reconstruction 
of SPES I around the new accelerator Saturne II. 

Absolute errors are easy to rectify. A "left-right" double measurement (for 
instance at ±4") fixes the location of 0* with good accuracy by comparing both 
"partial angular distributions". 

V.c - Choice of the incident energies 

c.l) - Some problems (like backward scattering, but also transfer reactions) 
necessitate a study as complete as possible as a function of the energy to try 
to understand what is due to diffeient mechanisms and basic nuclear properties. 

c.2) - Concerning the elastic scattering, the best choice would be to work 
at an energy where the nucleon-nucleon interaction is known best. But going down 
in energy may invalidate the multiple scattering models. Our initial choice of 
^ 1 GeV is probably not the best concerning the (nn) interaction. That's the 
reason why part of our recent work has been repeated at 600 HeV (Ni isotopes). 

V.d - Spin effects 

d.l) - Concerning the nucleon-nucleon interaction, I can only encourage .igain 
experimentalists who have decided to extend measurements as a function of energy 
with polarized beams and targets (such a team is preparing work on Saturne 11 
during the next decade). 

d.2) - Measurements concerning polarization in proton-nucleus scattering 
are sparse and inaccurate, due to the lack of proton polarized beams. Double 
scattering does not allow one to get angular distributions of the polarization 
to large enough momentum transfer without mixing elastic and inelastic scattering. 

I hope that TRIUMF, SIN, LOS ALAMOS will provide this essential information in 
the near future. Saturne II will be equiped with a polarized source (common to 
polarized ant heavy ions and called CRYEBIS). We should be able to contribute in 
this field in 1979. 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS 

VI.a - Utilization of intense proton beams at intermediate energies allows one 
to reach with great sensitivity a precise knowledge of the nuclear matter distri

butions near the surface of the nuclei. The proton is a competitive probe, as 
compared to electrons, for high-momenta of the matter distribution. It will never 
be superseded by.pions, kaons and other probes of low intensity. 

VI.b - The proton (and several other simple nuclei : d,a). will remain THE BEST 
probe to test high momentum campements in nuclear wave functions(backward scatte
ring, raultinucleon transfer). 

VI.c - I purposely did not speak about quasi-elastic scattering or quasi-free 
reactions produced by protons. Protons and composite nuclear probes will be of 
great value for such a research field in the future. 

VI.d - I want to end this talk with a remark concerning our laboratory. A National 
Laboratory is being installed around Saturne II, which will be in operation at the 
end of 78 with simultaneous multiple-extraction of beams of protons, deuterons, 
alphas and in 79 heavy ions and polarized beams. Two "two-body-spectrometers" 
will be in operation, SPES I (1 GeV), SPES IV (3.8 GeV/c). Two other good-resolu
tion spectrometers, with large solid angle and very broad momentum-band will be 
installed or in construction. These two coupled spectrometers (SPES II and SPES III) 
will allow us to develop a large set of experiments with three (or even four) 
bodies in the final state. 

We hope to be able, with such a "spectrometer-park" to contribute in an impor
tant way to nuclear research development during the next ten years. We are natu
rally open to any fruitful collaboration around such a set of spectrometers, which 
is and will remain unique in Europe for a long time. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

58 Fig.l Cross sections for elastic scattering of protons froa Mi 
(E - 1.04 GeV). Solid and dotted curves with and without CM 
P 

correlations, respectively. The relative difference of cross 
sections, dashed curve-effect of short-range correlations, 
dash-dotted curve-effect of deformation correlations. 

40 Fig.2 Influence of a radius-variation of ,02f on the Ca angular 
distribution. 

58 Fig.3 I GeV-protons on Ni . Comparison KMT with S.O. ( ) 
KMT no S.O. ( ) 

Glauber no S.O. (-.-.) 
58 Fig.4 I GeV-protons on Ni. Influence of short-range correlations. 

Figs. 5 - 6 
5a Matter densities of 0 
5b Momenta of order K »<r > 
6 Differential cross sections p/'60 for five different den

sities (of Fig.5a) 
Fig.7 Influence of neglecting (- - -) S.O. on the final neutron den

sity in a fitting trial, compared to the same search with S.O. 
( ). 

Fig.8 Influence of a main (nuclear) n-n phase variation $» •_* *( •* ) 
Fig.9 p/ He at different energies. Comparison with Glauber-spin and 

coulomb included ( — — ) no coulomb (...) no coulomb no spin 
( ). 

Figs. 10-11 
40 10a Envelope of trial matter distributions for Ca which 

give)agreement with the 1 GeV proton scattering data. The re
gion a1-o2 gives the envelope of distributions which fit 166 MeV 
a particle scattering. 
10b Envelope of moments M(k) of the trial distributions shown 
in Fig.10a 

2 II Same as Fig.10, but r p(r) 
Figs. 12 - 13 - 14 

Direct comparison of 1 CeV proton scattering with angular dis
tribution given by KMT • Hartree-Fock calculation of the mat
ter densities (no parameter adjusted). 
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Fig.15 Best fit on 5 8Ni. 
Figs. 16 - 17 - 18 - 19 

The four-calcium isotopes . Adjusted densities (Thomas 
Fermi, three parameters) 

Figs. 20 - 21 - 22 - 23 
The four nickel isotopes. Adjusted densities (Thomas Fermi 
three parameters ) 

Figs. 24 (a, b, c) 
58 a Different proton densities (Sick) fitting (ee) data on Ni. 

b Influence of densities (I, 2, 3) of 24a on (ee) scattering 
c Influence of the same densities (24a) on proton 1 GeV scat
tering. 

Fig. 25 Full KMT ( ) compared to single scattering ( ) 
influence of cutting (n-n) amplitudes for q>2.8 f~' 

Figs 26 - 27 - 28 
32 

26 1 Gev proton scattering on S Hartree-Fock density •«'Glau
ber (Auger). Absolute comparison with experimental results. 
27 - 28 Relative differences 0 theoretical \ experimental 
for neighbour nuclei (Auger) 

3 
Fig. 29 Differential cross sections for p- He elastic scattering as 

a function of the cosinus of the proton cm. angle: AE - 415 MeV, 
• 600 MeV, o 800 MeV. 
4 

Fig. 30 p- He backward scattering at various energies < I GeV 
Figs. 31 - 32 

4 i 
Comparison of p-backward scatterin'. on the He (experiment 0 ) 
with Lesniak calculations using a three nucleon-transfer mecha
nism with distorsion 

Fig. 33 180* center of mess cross sections (extrapolated) for diffe
rent proton backward scatterings 

Figs. 3 4 - 3 5 
34 Angular resolution of Spes I spectrometer 
35 Partial angular distribution over the full aperture (2Î85) 
of Spes I spectrometer. 

Fig.36 Successive overlap method-renormalization ( the real "French 
curve"). 
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Fig.10a- Envelope of trial matter 
distributions for *°Ca which give* 
agreement with the 1 CeV proton 
scattering data. The region al-a2 
gives the envelope of distributions 
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tering. 

Fig.lOb-Envolope of moments H(k) of 
the trial distributions shown in 
Fig 10a. 
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Figs.12, 13, 14 : Direct comparison of 1 GaV proton 
scattering with angular distribution given by 
KMT + Hartree-Fock calculation of the natter densities 
< no parameter adjusted ) 
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